An Intro to Wiki Apps
What are Wiki Apps?

- Easy and quick way to make a wiki fit for a certain purpose
  - Website for university course
  - Events page
  - ...
- Set of articles, templates, forms, images,
  ...
- Install via Deployment Framework
Why do we need Wiki Apps?

- The initial set-up of a wiki for a specific purpose is still hard for a lot of people.
- Why reinvent the wheel every time?
- People feel a lot more comfortable with modifying something that already exists than having to start from scratch on their own.
- To make people aware of what they can do with all the advanced technical things they might not understand fully.
How do I create a Wiki App?

- Create Wiki App in your wiki
- Tag all pages related to the Wiki App
- Export everything
- Test
- Upload to repository
- Create overview page in SMWforum
- Tell people about it
Which Wiki Apps already exist?

- Project management
- Events
- News
- Risk management
- ...
Now!

http://smwforum.ontoprise.com/smwforum/index.php/WikiApps

When will this be ready to use?
Thank you for your attention!